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INSYBIO NCRNASEQ 

This document is intended for researchers (molecular biologists, bioinformaticians, 

biostatisticians, etc...) working in academia or biopharma, biotechnology and health 

industries who want to analyze non coding RNAs, predict miRNAs and analyze and predict 

miRNA target sites. 

 

NCRNASEQ IS A NON-CODING RNA ANALYSIS TOOL FOR THE PREDICTION 

AND ANALYSIS OF   

 non-coding RNAs, and 

 miRNA target genes 

Non-coding RNA genes are RNA sequences transcribed from DNA, but not translated to 

proteins. Their identification as well as the identification of the genes they regulate is a 

promising research area. 

Traditionally, most RNA molecules were regarded as information-carrying intermediates from 

the gene to the translation machinery, with exceptions being transfer RNA (tRNA) and 

ribosomal RNA (rRNA), both of which are infrastructural RNAs that are central to the protein 

synthesis process. However, since the late 1990s, evidence suggests that other types of 

non-protein-coding RNA molecules are present in organisms ranging from bacteria to 

mammals, which are involved in a variety of cellular processes including plasmid replication, 

phage development, bacterial virulence, chromosome structure, DNA transcription, RNA 

processing and modification, development control, regulation of gene expression and others. 

In humans, it is estimated that ~98% of the genome can be transcribed, of which only ~2% 

encodes protein genes, suggesting the possibility that a large percentage of the genome may 

encode ncRNA genes.  Many of these RNAs, expressed in particular tissues and/or 

developmental stages, are associated with particular diseases including various cancers, 

neurodegenerative, inflammatory and cardiovascular diseases, schizophrenia, ataxia, 

cartilage-hair hypoplasia, DiGeorge syndrome and autism, and/or are involved in complex 

genetic phenomena such as imprinting and other forms of epigenetic control of gene 

expression. 

Although the vital importance of ncRNA genes in cellular activities is well recognized and 

new members and classes of ncRNAs are continuously being reported, our current 

knowledge about the collection of all ncRNA genes encoded in a particular genome is very 

limited because of the lack of effective computational or experimental methods. Their 

computational identification represents one of the most important and challenging problems 

in computational biology. Existing methods for ncRNA gene prediction rely mostly on 

homology information, thus limiting their applications to ncRNA genes with known 

homologues. Evidence linking ncRNAs with diseases seem to be attracting the attention of 

the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. Companies and institutions are developing 

ncRNA-based strategies against cancer, cardiovascular, neurological and muscular 

diseases. Thus, continued investigation of ncRNA biogenesis and function will give us a new 

framework for a more comprehensive understanding of human disease.  
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InSyBio ncRNASeq enables users to analyze non-coding RNAs. Users can search and 

analyze the RNA sequence of their interest. They can also analyze a full sequences dataset 

derived from online available databases, experimental sequencing techniques or 

computational in silico techniques. 

 

With InSyBio ncRNASeq you can predict and analyze RNA genes and miRNA target genes 

combining a variety of sequential, structural and functional information, and using a high 

performance machine learning technique. The RNA analysis is conducted by the calculation 

of the 58 most informative features described in the literature, and the miRNA-miRNA targets 

analysis is conducted by the calculation of the 124 most informative ones. InSyBio 

ncRNASeq also provides results storage in its knowledge base, equipped with information 

retrieval tools, to allow users produce and extract their own datasets. 

INSYBIO NCRNASEQ KEY PROPERTIES: 

 Non coding RNA analysis with the calculation of 58 sequential, thermodynamical and 

structural properties of the RNA sequence and miRNA-target site analysis with the 

calculation of 124 sequential, thermodynamical, structural and motif properties of the 

miRNA:mRNA pair. 

 MiRNAs and miRNA-target sites predictions with high accuracy. 

 Integrated information on stem-loop and mature miRNAs from online available 

databases. 

 Association of proteins to miRNAs participating to their regulatory mechanism. 

 Batch computations of many sequences at once are allowed. 

 No need for personal super computers to perform difficult computing tasks: they are now 

executed in our cloud infrastructure with minimum burden on the user’s pc. 

WITH INSYBIO NCRNASEQ YOU CAN: 

1. Calculate 58 RNA genes-related features 

2. Predict miRNAs 

3. Calculate 124 miRNA target features 

4. Predict miRNA targets 

5. View integrated information about the miRNA of your interest 

6. Search stem-loop and mature miRNAs 
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INSYBIO NCRNASEQ SCENARIO: MIRNA PREDICTION 

In this scenario we have a set of sequences and want to predict which of them are pre-

miRNAs and discriminate them from other RNA stem-loops or other RNAs which do not have 

the stem-loop structure. For this case study we constructed a dataset with 30 known pre-

miRNAs, 15 snoRNAs and 30 pseudo hairpins which look like pre-miRNAs but come from 

coding regions and thus we are sure that they are not real pre-miRNAs. 

STEPS 

1. We created a text file and wrote the sequences in fasta format in a file editor. Since 

both lines of the fasta format (sequence description and sequence) are obligatory, we 

wrote >random_sequence_from_cds_x as the sequence description for the pseudo 

hairpins. 

2. We then uploaded the file to ncRNASeq through Data Store selecting the category 

ncRNA sequences. 

3. The file type was ncRNA sequences by default. So we just wrote a file title describing 

our file, selected the file prepared in step 1 and uploaded it by clicking the respective 

button. 

4. After the file was automatically verified, we clicked the List all ncRNA sequences 

button. 

5. In the action selection dropdown list we selected miRNA Prediction at ncRNASeq.  

6. We were redirected to the miRNA prediction page and we clicked the Start 

Calculation button. 

7. The sequences were processed one by one and we could see in the resulting table or 

download in a tab-delimited file: their fasta format, their prediction (miRNA (green) / 

pseudo miRNA (red) / other (blue)), their prediction score and 58 computed features. 

These features include sequential, thermodynamical and structural properties of the 

RNA sequence. The prediction score showed the strength/confidence of the 

prediction. Prediction scores close to 0 indicate weak predictions, while prediction 

scores far from 0 strong. 
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DISCUSSION 

Experimenting with a dataset with 30 known pre-miRNAs, 15 snoRNAs and 30 pseudo 

hairpins which look like pre-miRNAs but come from coding regions led to the results 

summarized in the following table. 

 total miRNAs other pseudo miRNAs 

pre-miRNAs 30 30  

 

snoRNAs 15  13 2 

pseudo hairpins from coding regions 30   30 

 

From the total of 30 pre-miRNAs, they were all indeed predicted as miRNAs. Their prediction 

scores were also very high ranging from 0.71 to 1.27, values very far from the decision 

boundary of 0, indicating the confidence of the prediction. One of the pre-miRNAs prediction 

score was 0.24, but again this value is not close to the decision boundary. 

From the total of 15 snoRNAs, 13 were indeed predicted as other, while 2 were predicted as 

pseudo miRNAs. Their prediction scores were -1.00 and -1.01. The criteria for a sequence to 

be predicted as other are to have a) a minimum free energy more than -15 kcal/mol, or b) 

less than 17 base pairs. The two snoRNAs predicted as pseudo miRNAs had a minimum 

free energy approximately -17 kcal/mol and 19 and 20 base pairs, respectively. This fact 

indicates that these specific snoRNAs’ structure is extremely close to the hairpin’s structure 

and this is the reason they have been classified to the pseudo-hairpin class. 

The 30 pseudo hairpins from coding regions were all predicted as pseudo miRNAs. Their 

prediction scores were very far from the decision boundary of 0 ranging from -0.86 to -1.02, 

values, indicating the confidence of the prediction. One pseudo hairpin prediction score was -

0.45, but again this value is quite far from the decision boundary. 
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INSYBIO NCRNASEQ SCENARIO: MIRNA TARGET PREDICTION 

In this scenario we have a set of miRNAs and mRNAs and want to predict the mRNA target 

sites of the miRNAs. InSyBio ncRNASeq takes as input miRNAs and potential mRNA target 

sites (not full mRNAs) and predicts which of them share a targeting relation. 

For this case study we want to predict the target sites of all miRNAs for the human mRNA 

genes: CASC2, FECH, GKAP1 and TPR.  

PREPROCESSING STEPS 

1. We firstly had to run a target site prediction program, like miRanda giving it as input a 

list of all human miRNAs from miRBase and the sequences of the mRNA genes. 

2. Or, we could have directly downloaded from miRanda (http://www.microrna.org/) the 

human target site predictions for the mRNA genes: CASC2, FECH, GKAP1 and TPR. 

NCRNASEQ STEPS 

1. We created two text files and wrote in a file editor the miRNA sequences in the one 

and the predicted mRNA target sites from step 1 in the other, both in fasta format. 

Note that the first miRNA was tested against the first target site, the second miRNA 

against the second target site, etc. Since both lines of the fasta format (sequence 

description and sequence) are obligatory, we wrote the mRNA gene symbol and the 

transcript id as a target site sequence description and the miRNA name and 

accession id as the miRNA sequence description. 

2. We then uploaded the files to ncRNASeq through Data Store. We visited the Data 

Store dashboard and selected the category miRNA sequences for the miRNAs and 

mRNA sequences for the mRNA target sites.  

3. We selected the corresponding file type (miRNA/mRNA sequences), wrote the 

corresponding file titles and selected the files prepared in step 3. We uploaded them 

by clicking the respective button. 

4. After the files were automatically verified, we clicked the List all miRNA/mRNA 

sequences button. 

5. In the action selection dropdown list we selected miRNA Target Prediction at 

ncRNASeq.  

6. We were redirected to the miRNA target prediction page, where we also had to select 

an mRNA/miRNA file. Then we clicked the Start Calculation button. 

7. The sequences were processed pair by pair and we could see in the resulting table or 

download in a tab-delimited file: the examined miRNA fasta format, the examined 

mRNA target site fasta format, their prediction (Target (green) / no Target (red)), their 

prediction score and 124 computed features. These features include sequential, 

thermodynamical, structural and motif properties of the miRNA-target site pairs. The 

fifth column named Protein links the given miRNA to an Interact protein, indicating 

that the specific miRNA regulates the expression of the respective protein. The link is 

supported if the miRNA:mRNA pair shares a targeting relation and the mRNA is 

related to an InSyBio Interact protein. Clicking on the protein, we were redirected to 

the Interact tool which presents all the existing information in the Interact database for 

the specific protein. The prediction score shows the strength/confidence of the 
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prediction. Prediction scores close to 0 indicate weak predictions, while prediction 

scores far from 0 strong. 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

In this scenario we downloaded from miRanda the human target site predictions for the 

mRNA genes: CASC2, FECH, GKAP1 and TPR. In miRanda downloads section the target 

site predictions are separated in four categories based on mirSVR, a down-regulation score 

at the mRNA or protein levels and the conservation of the miRNA:mRNA relationship across 

species: 

 good mirSVR score, conserved miRNA, 

 good mirSVR score, non-conserved miRNA, 

 non-good mirSVR score, conserved miRNA, 

 non-good mirSVR score, non-conserved miRNA. 

This resulted in a dataset with 1805 entries as described in the following table: 

good mirSVR 

score,  

conserved 

miRNA 

good mirSVR 

score,  

non-conserved 

miRNA 

non-good mirSVR 

score,  

conserved miRNA 

non-good mirSVR 

score,  

non-conserved 

miRNA 

sum 

407 355 476 567 1805 
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We then created the respective files needed as input in ncRNASeq and performing the 

miRNA target prediction task we came up with the following results: 

 good 

mirSVR 

score,  

conserved 

miRNA 

good mirSVR 

score,  

non-

conserved 

miRNA 

non-good 

mirSVR 

score,  

conserved 

miRNA 

non-good 

mirSVR score,  

non-conserved 

miRNA 

total 

samples 407 355 476 567 1805 

predicted 

targets 

392 328 450 530 1700 

predicted 

non targets 

15 27 26 37 105 

accuracy 0.963145 0.923944 0.945378 0.934744 0.941828 

mean 

prediction 

score 

0.639238 0.623052 0.58483 0.502412 0.578726 

score 

standard 

deviation 

0.438878 0.482897 0.441147 0.391422 0.437944 

A total of 1700 miRNA-target site pairs were predicted as true targets, forming a percentage 

over 94%. The ncRNASeq prediction score ranges from 0.58 to 0.64 for the first 3 

categories: 1) good mirSVR score, conserved miRNA, 2) good mirSVR score, non-conserved 

miRNA and 3) non-good mirSVRscore, conserved miRNA and is 0.5 for the category non-

good mirSVR score, non-conserved miRNA. 

We additionally performed random permutations of the miRNA-target site pairs for the same 

mRNA gene and giving again the respective files as input in ncRNASeq and performing the 

miRNA target prediction task we came up with the following results: 

 good 

mirSVR 

score,  

conserved 

miRNA 

good mirSVR 

score,  

non-

conserved 

miRNA 

non-good 

mirSVR 

score,  

conserved 

miRNA 

non-good 

mirSVR score,  

non-conserved 

miRNA 

total 

samples 407 355 476 567 1805 

predicted 

targets 

17 18 42 30 107 
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predicted 

non targets 

390 337 434 537 1698 

accuracy 0.958231 0.949296 0.911765 0.94709 0.940720 

mean 

prediction 

score 

-0.87632 -0.85332 -0.77982 -0.87429 -0.84571 

score 

standard 

deviation 

0.3254926 0.366411 0.434336 0.349322 0.374164 

As expected, only 107 out of the 1805 samples were predicted as true targets indicating the 

specificity of ncRNASeq. The prediction score ranges from -0.77 to -0.88, indicating the high 

confidence of the prediction results. 

To prove the performance of ncRNASeq we investigated two more datasets. The first one is 

a dataset with 462 experimentally verified miRNA target sites downloaded from TarBase 

version 5c and miRecords release April 2013 databases. The second one is a dataset with 

1848 pseudo miRNA target sites generated giving as input to miRanda artificial miRNAs with 

A, C, G, U frequencies that are not consistent with real miRNAs. They are not miRNA target 

sites, but they resemble much to miRNA-target site pairs. 

 experimentally verified 

miRNA target sites 

pseudo miRNA target sites 

samples 462 1848 

predicted targets 403 0 

predicted non targets 59 1848 

accuracy 0.872294 1 

mean prediction score 0.606079 -0.99257 

score standard deviation 0.585316 0.042742 

 

From the results, we observe that only 59 experimentally verified miRNA target sites were 

predicted as non-targets and none pseudo miRNA target site was predicted as true target, 

thus yielding a total accuracy of over 97.4% and a geometric mean of sensitivity and specificity of 

over 93.3%. 

The input datasets of all experiments can be found in InSyBio evaluation and demo versions as pre-

uploaded files. 
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ABOUT INSYBIO  

InSyBio Ltd is a bioinformatics pioneer company (www.insybio.com) in personalized 

healthcare, that focuses on developing computational frameworks and tools for the analysis 

of complex life-science and biological data in order to develop predictive integrated 

biomarkers (biomarkers of various categories) with increased prognostic and diagnostic 

aspects for the personalized Healthcare Industry. 

InSyBio Suite consists of tools for providing integrated biological information from various 

sources, while at the same time it is empowered with robust, user-friendly and installation-

free bioinformatics tools based on intelligent algorithms and methods. 

 

HOW TO GET INSYBIO NCRNASEQ? 

A demo version of InSyBio ncRNASeq is freely available at http://demo.insybio.com. 

To request a free one month full (evaluation) version of InSyBio ncRNASeq please email us 

at info@insybio.com. 

To purchase InSyBio ncRNASeq commercial version 1.0 please contact us at 

sales@insybio.com. 
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